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Abstract 

 

The features that employers want to see in their employees is the positive attitude, appreciative 
inquisitiveness good interpersonal skills and above everything the refined behaviour and 
gesticulation because a decent employee’s assertiveness and work ethic can induce positivity at the 
workplace  and vice versa may damage the reputation of the organization. ELT fortunately can 
enjoy the liberty to cater versatile personality and behavioural traits through various possible means. 
Only thing is that we have to explore the methods and tactics to induce creativity in the classrooms 
because the challenge in the present scenario is to produce good citizens first and technocrats, 
scientist politicians will automatically emerge out of such creations. Need is to prepare global 
citizen then to linguistics only. Since Vedic age history is evident that what ethico- moral values and 
ethics, do our legends possess, be it the character of Rama , Lakshmana, Bharat or Shatrughana or 
for that matter Karna in Mahabharata. Each and every character is a representative of sound values. 
Leadership skills if Rama we try to connect with in classroom than teaching ethical management 
would be a delight. Literature is a vast pool or reservoir of ethical tales which are alluring and 
message imparting. Thus by getting connected to our roots through literature in ELT classrooms, I 
think it will be easier to produce universal citizen replete with the feelings of humanity in general 
and cultural inquisitiveness in students in particular for nurturing them in universal citizens. 

 

Introduction  

Application of epical literature for; management principles, morals of great epic Ramayana can be 

used as case studies in class rooms. Problem can be discussed as: when Sita was abducted by Rama 

it was a great challenge to get some clue and rescue Sita. With the help of tribal people and armies 

of monkey Rama gets back Sita defeats Ravana.This is what is called EQ and IQ management 

establishing a goals and making strategic planning to achieve it using intelligent quotient and 

framing a right plan. Doing SWOT analyses of strength, weakness, opportunities and threats 

toorganiseregulating execute and monitorthings for deriving desired results., and this is what is 

required for globally acceptable citizens in general and professionals in particular. 
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Case studies related derived out from great epical literature are constant source of inspiration for 

masses, and as many times we discuss a newer perspective is generated of viewing the things. 

These epical tales imparts morality ethical virtues, management methods of team building 

achieving objectives timely, knowledge management and many more such things which can be of 

immense help in building a strong society or nation consisting moral citizens. If we discuss in detail 

the case study of Ramayana, all of us know about its content but how many of us has tried to 

explore its hidden message. Reading Ramayana as a holy scripture is somewhat different than 

relating it with practice experiences in life and thereby assimilating the virtues of a wonderful 

human being. If we ponder over the content of contemporary media and entertainment, except 

exploitation, vulgarity and distorted relations and malpractices we, don’t find anything appreciating 

educative or that which can lead to the formation of a vital and sustainable society impacting badly 

its generation. In this paper I have just tried to explore the methods that can be adopted in 

classroom can can provide some positive direction to our youngsters for deriving inspiration from. 

Following are the traits of lord Rama discussed in the light of Ramayana can be discussed in ELT 

classrooms. 

Attributes of Lord Rama “Harbinger of peace” 

It was a great challenge for Rama to face Ravana and rescue Sita from Lanka. Strong 

determination, poised,far-sighted,compassionate, constructive and positive are the attribute of 

Rama which he meticulously utilised to have victory over Lanka.These are the quintessential traits 

of Rama who is a personification of true human being, Sri Rama was firm and courageous to take 

all the risk to protect the words of his father (King Dasharatha) gave to Kaikeyi, this quality also 

speaks about value of commitment. 

The mission of the army led by him was to defeat the Rakshasas and rescue Sita. The Ravana’s 

army was a powerful one, which had defeated the formidable, devas and conquered powerful kings. 

Rama led what was basically a rag- tag army against the trainedmilitary of Ravana Management. 

But the skilled management, clarity in visualisation and belief in self; strengthen them as per the 

objective. Rama developed good relations with people irrespective of social status and treated 
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everybody with politeness and admiration. When Vibhishan was absconded by Ravana;Rama took 

him under his shelterdespitedenialofchief personals of his army.Rama assuaged their doubts and 

got them to accept his decision and build good rapport amongst all. Rama was a prince still 

interacted liberally with the peopleconsultingtheir opinion 

Embodiment of ethical Management: 

Lord Ramafollowing a code of conduct and ethics swayed to battle on the first day without 

adequate preparations and rendered opponents weapon less, still allowedthem to return to their 

citadel because the code of bravery followed by Rama postulated that an unarmed enemy should 

not be attacked. These are all the real lessons which needs to be ingrained amongst students 

because if the younger generation can be tamed ethically and morally, the whole society nation and 

civilization can be changed and educated. The very basic purpose even in the Vedic period was the 

development of self and nation first. 

Planning & Goal setting  

To rescue Sita from Lanka; number of actions were taken such as sending out search parties, 

building an overseas bridge and issuing a direct challenge to Ravana, Rama took the army of 

vanara king Sugriva taught them the skills of facing the opponent, inspired and stimulated them for 

the mission of combat. 

The story Ramayana tells about the skill of coordinating with people to know their talents&assets, 

guiding them to overcome the areas of improvement as per the objective. Lord Sri Rama had 

harmonious relations with all the people andevaluated the potential of each individual and gave 

opportunity to all.Hanuman is the best example of coordination, trust, devotion, strategic thinking 

and vigour to achieve short term and long term goals. Rama divided Vanaras into 4 groups, to 

search Sita and one of the group was headed by Jambavanta in which ‘Hanuman’ was a team 

player. After which Rama directed the ways to become proficient in Gadayudda to strengthen the 

team- and the group of Jambavanta were successful – Hanuman discovered Sita in Lanka,thus Lord 

Rama insisted his team of Vanaras to construct a Ram Setuve over the sea to have connectivitywith 
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Lanka. This helped Rama &Vanaras to defeat his opponent Ravana& rescue Sita with less life risk 

of Vanaras.  

Requisites of Global citizen 

Motivation for energizing the team, planning & scheduling communication &risk managementand 

execution through allocation of the appropriate jobs for particular task, winning strategy,decision- 

making, out-of-box thinking to solve problems, rewards and appreciation are vital requisite of a 

successful manager/ professional / global citizen and can nicely be learnt through Ramayana’s best 

practices of building team and allocating jobs is its strength. 

Rama was very strong man physically and also with his moral thoughts. When he got the 

information that Sita was in Lanka, Jambvant motivated Hanuman to go there. -Hanauman took 

‘initiative and got ready for the challenge’. He might have killed Ravana the day he discovered 

Lanka. He had all the skills to kill Ravana, but he waited for Sri Ram’s directions - abiding by laws, 

rules and regulations as directed by management. 

Team work is an important principle to be accepted by everybody. Rama with Lakshmana, 

Hanuman, vanarsena& with squirrel applied the same in search of Sitaji& was successful in the 

mission.  Even small squirrel was picking up a little pebble in her mouth and drenching herself in 

mud contributing her best in building a giant bridge. She was repeating this continuously and 

effortlessly. She was found by a monkey who started making mockery of her and told to stay away 

as she will die if she comes under the boulder or the leg of any army. “No work is big or small. It’s 

not the stature of work that matters, but what you learn from working that counts. Courage & 

Compassion: Shri Rama led an inferior & less armed army against the might of the Ravana’s elite 

army.  

SWOT Analysis 

 One of the most obvious incidences, in which management were used is very clearly visible is that 

of Hanuman going to Lanka. His mission was to locate Sita there and give her Lord Ram’s 
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message. When it became clear that Sita was in Lanka, Jambvant asked Hanuman to go there. He 

helped him in realising his true potential and motivated him to go in the enemy’s camp. Once 

mentally prepared for the job and reached there, first thing which Hanuman did was to completely 

analyse the situation in Lanka. And make a complete study of enemy’s camp assessing their 

strengths and weaknesses, the various threats and opportunities which he had in the enemy’s camp. 

Being teacher the formost duty of we must carry is off character building and moulding the 

personality of a syudent in a way which can later on proved to be an asset for family society and 

nation. Working and coordinating in a group, ethical conduct, and constructive approach are such 

vital facet which are must factes to nurish a healthy society and going back to basics and staying 

connected with roots is th answer for all crimes and restlessness prevailing in society. Apart from 

that three essentialprimary skillsrequired are  

Knowledge/ Technical skill 

Rational and Critical thinking  

Emotional Intelligence  

 EI twice is as important as the other two attributes. It is an embodiment of enthusiasm, self-driven 

motivation responsiveness and social skills for becominga sociable person. As P.M Narendra Modi 

said in a big revolutionary Talk show “Man kibaat”on 28/3/16, invest your energies constructively 

for the betterment of self, leading to societal development and you will be an asset forhumanity at 

large. 

 In the battle field of Ramayana Rama describes to Vibishian as follows:   

Chariot and the wheels are made of characteristics such as courage ethics and valour and the horses 

drawing the chariot signifies strength, energy, desire and passion. Reins of the horses resembled the 

weapons of a leader: forgiveness, compassion consistency and equanimity.  

Conclusion 
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Knowledge commitmentand curbing of ego are very important factors for a person to own as 

property in one’s life. In the climax of the Ramayana battle Rama proclaimed to his army that arm 

yourself with these and no war will be lost, and that is what got him a triumphant win over Ravana 

forces.Thus, by proposing some innovative ways of relating our ancient literature and putting its 

practical knowledge for solving problems of the present along with language grooming we can 

share our bit for building responsive citizen. Not only Ramayana, Bible, Quran and other epical 

holy scriptures can also be in form of case studies be discussed under the umbrella of ELT and can 

mould better citizen by facilitating  positive and ethical literature in classrooms. 
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